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Sometimes inconve-
niences, challenges 
and the uncomfortable 
realization that we must 
change our life’s para-
digms are gifts resplen-
dent with instruction.  On 
the surface, they may not 
take on the appearance 
of what we might prefer, 
but as we probe deeper, 
we learn greater lessons 
about ourselves, our 
connection to others and 
how to navigate towards 

uncharted shores which take us out of our comfort zones.  
In so doing, we allow ourselves to morph into individuals 
of greater strength to embrace new possibilities that will 
further sustain and bring us to our greater selves.  To our 
readers, advertisers and supporters, may your life be one 
of purpose, open to growing, evolving and ever changing.
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What Do Babies Think? 

Infant and Child 
Scientists Needed! 

21

At the Johns Hopkins Laboratory for Child 
Development, we study how children perceive and 

reason about the world around them. 

Our studies have shown that children know much 
more than people once thought.  We study topics 
such as how infants and children track objects, 

learn new words, and understand number. 

In our lab, children watch events take place on a 
puppet stage, watch displays on computer screens, 

and play hide and seek games! 

Interested? 
(410) 516-6068 
infant.research@jhu.edu 

We are looking for infants and children from 0-6 years of age to 
participate!  Children find our studies interesting, and so do their 
parents. As a thank-you, we give your child a small gift!  If you 
would like to learn more, please give us a call or send an e-mail.   

Visit us on the web!  
www.psy.jhu.edu/~labforchilddevelopment 
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2016/17 SEASON

WAIT UNTIL DARK

THE ROOMMATE

DOT

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

more

BUY TICKETS

http://everymantheatre.org/201617-season

Our 2016/17 Season offers laughter and 
suspense from heart-warming and poignant 
new plays by rising voices, and a farce 
about a Resident Company performed by 
our Resident Company.

For information about Everyman Theatre,  
visit www.everymantheatre.org , or call 410.752.2208.

E V E R Y M A N  T H E AT R E
ENGAGE. INSPIRE. TRANSFORM.
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NKF-MD Signature Event Teeing Off Sept. 15 
at Greystone Golf Course

www.kidney.org

Income

1st place handicap winners to qualify for Pebble Beach tournament

“We are delighted to return to Greystone Golf Course for a first class day of 
fun, food and drink – all to support a great cause,” said Event Chair Greg 
Miller (vice president, CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield).

Practice and registration begin at noon, followed by a shotgun start at 2 
p.m. Designed for new golfers and seasoned players alike, this four-person 
scramble-style tournament comprises Handicap Index and Gross divisions.

LUTHERVILLE, Md. – The road to Pebble Beach starts at Greystone 
Golf Course in White Hall, Md.

National Kidney Foundation of Maryland (NKF-MD) will present the NKF KONICA MINOLTA GOLF CLASSIC. This 
signature fundraiser is touted as The Premier Amateur Golf Event for Charity™ with winners from 30 events throughout the 
country qualifying for the National Finals at the famed Pebble Beach Resorts.
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About NKF-MD

Be social with us

PREVENTION  |  KIDNEY DISEASE  |  ORGAN DONATION & TRANSPLANTATION  |  PROFESSIONALS  |  EVENTS  |  ADVOCARY  |  DONATE

The National Kidney Foundation of Maryland, serving central and 
western Maryland, the Delmarva Peninsula and portions of Virginia 
and West Virginia, is the area’s only voluntary health agency dedi-
cated to the prevention, treatment and cure of kidney and urinary tract 
diseases. For more information, visit www.kidneymd.org.

For online registration, visit www.NKFGolfClassic.org. To register offline or receive more infor-
mation about the event and sponsorship opportunities, contact Pattie Dash at 410.494.8545 or 
pdash@kidneymd.org.

The Top 3 winners in each division will receive awards from national 
promotional partner, Tiffany & Co., as well as an exclusive invitation 
to compete in a 54-hole tournament at Pebble Beach Golf Links, Spy-
glass Hill Golf Course and the Links at Spanish Bay, Jan. 18-21, 
2018.

Proceeds from the event at Greystone will directly support NKF-MD’s 
patient emergency assistance program (providing food, housing 
aid, utilities, medical and dental support, medication and transpor-
tation to dialysis), as well as vital research at Johns Hopkins and the 
University of Maryland. Since the event’s inception in 1990, more than 2,000 golfers have teed off, raising almost $2 million 
for NKF-MD.

As a way to raise more funds for NKF-MD, while adding excitement, this year’s tournament 
will introduce the Birdie Challenge where participants can challenge friends, family and col-
leagues to pledge for each birdie their team makes. Each team will have their own fundrais-
ing website.
A foursome package is $1,200, which includes greens & cart fees, a boxed lunch, on-
course activities and contests (Putting, Closest to the Hole, Longest Drive and Hole-in-
One), an awards reception, dinner and premium golfer gifts from national promotional 
partners, Greg Norman Collection, Skechers Go Golf, PING Accessories and Golf Glob-
al Post.

Sponsorships are also available. Local sponsors to date including CareFirst BlueCross 
BlueShield, McCormick & Company, BroadBridge Financial Solutions, Alderson Loop, 
LLC, Andeo Group, LLC, Centric Business Systems, Johns Hopkins Medicine, Uni-
versity of Maryland Medical Center, MindGrub, Greystone Golf Course, Bob Davidson 
Ford Lincoln and Hunt Valley Towne Centre. National title sponsor is Konica Minolta and 
national corporate sponsor is AAI.
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LaKisha Greenwade, MBA

2 Time  
40 Under  
40 Honoree

www.luckifit.com

Testimonials and Satisified Client List Available Online

Get in touch now for speaking engagements, coaching, and workshops.

LaKisha Greenwade is a wearable tech innovator, marketing strategist, busi-
ness professor, and speaker with flare and a killer eye for style. Affectionately 
known as “Coach L” by her followers, she believes life is enjoyable when lived 
on our own terms and given everything we’ve got. She started Lucki Fit LLC 
to empower individuals, entrepreneurs, and leaders to find what fits them, 
then use that knowledge to become lucky in life and business. Lucki Fit LLC 
produces #Glam events such as Glam Tech and the Glam Retreat.

LaKisha is a graduate of The Ohio State University and University of Mary-
land Smith School of Business. She also attended Johns Hopkins University. 
She believes in and coaches from the three Lucki Fit pillars of Confidence, 
Energy, and Style. These beliefs helped her transform her career from being 

Interested in booking LaKisha for 
your next seminar, meeting, or event? 
Contact her to customize content or 
review a list of material she can pre-
pare for your organization.

LaKisha Greenwade

Executive and Rising Leader Coaching

Branding and Marketing Consultations

Leadership and Development Training

40 Days to Unshakable Confidence

Developing a Personal Brand - Power of the #fITfactor

The Power of Emotional Intelligence

Playing Well with 5 Generations in the Sandbox

Women in Tech- Innovation Matters

Introductions to the Glam Tech Wearable Tech Expo

and the Glam Retreat for Leaders and Influencers.

Testimonials and Satisified Client List Available at www.luckifit.com 

FOR SALE

Interested in booking LaKisha for 

your next seminar, meeting, or 

event?  Contact her to customize 

content  or review a list of material 

she can prepare for your 

organization.   

Executive and Rising Leader Coaching 

Branding and Marketing Consultations

Leadership and Development Training

40 Days to Unshakable Confidence 

Developing a Personal Brand - Power of the #fITfactor

The Power of Emotional Intelligence 

Playing Well with 5 Generations in the Sandbox

Women in Tech- Innovation Matters

Introductions to the Glam Tech Wearable Tech Expo 

and the Glam Retreat for Leaders and Influencers. 

Get in touch now for speaking engagements, 
coaching, and workshops.

www.LuckiFit.com 

   LaKisha Greenwade is a wearable tech innovator, marketing 

strategist, business professor, and speaker with flare and a killer eye 

for style. Affectionately known as “Coach L” by her followers, she 

believes life is enjoyable when lived on our own terms and given 

everything we’ve got.  She started Lucki Fit LLC to empower 

individuals, entrepreneurs, and leaders to find what fits them, then 

use that knowledge to become lucky in life and business. 

Lucki Fit LLC produces #Glam events such as Glam Tech and the 

Glam Retreat.  

   LaKisha is a graduate of The Ohio State University and University 

of Maryland Smith School of Business.  She also attended Johns 

Hopkins University. She believes in and coaches from the three Lucki 

Fit pillars of Confidence, Energy, and Style. These beliefs helped her 

transform her career from being the first African American Female 

National Account Manager at a small Cargill subsidiary to Professor, 

Innovator and Influencer. Outside of the workplace, she has received 

numerous accolades for her community and non-profit board 

commitment.     

LaKisha Greenwade, MBA

2 Time 40 Under 40 Honoree
the first African American Female National Account Manager at a small Cargill subsidiary to Professor, Innovator 
and Influencer. Outside of the workplace, she has received numerous accolades for her community and non-profit 
board commitment.
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3 MONNUMENTAL FINANCIAL Mistakes 
People Make Before They Turn 50

FAILING to Embrace Risk

About Chris Heerlein

SAVING ONLY in a 401(k)

Many employers don’t offer a 401(k) or similar retirement plan, but if yours does 
you need to participate, Heerlein says. An alarming number of people ignore this 
savings opportunity that can reap great rewards, especially if you start when you’re 
in your 20s and faithfully contribute for decades, he says. “And if you’re employer is 
offering matching funds, that’s free money,” Heerlein says. “You need to jump on it.”

When the 2008 financial crisis hit, plenty of investors lost a substantial portion of 
their savings. The memory of what happened to them – or to their parents - is still 
having repercussions. Some people younger than 50 are too conservative with their 
investments, Heerlein says, so their money doesn’t grow like it could if they took 
more risks. “I’m not faulting people for that, but what I want to get across is if you 
are between the ages of 20 and 50, there is no need to panic,” Heerlein says. “Time 
is on your side. If you suffer a loss, you more than likely have plenty of years to 
recover before you retire.”

Chris Heerlein, author of Money Won’t Buy Happiness - But 
Time to Find It (www.moneywontbuyhappiness.com), is a Invest-
ment Adviser Representative and partner at REAP Financial LLC. 
He hosts the “Retire Ready” TV and radio shows in Austin, Texas, 
and has been featured in national media outlets such as Fortune, 
Bloomberg Businessweek, and Money magazines. Heerlein also is 
an ongoing contributor to the financial publication Kiplinger.

While contributing to a 401(k) is great, that shouldn’t be your only vehicle for sav-
ing, Heerlein says. “If you are a younger saver, you are putting all your money into 
a bucket you can’t touch for 20 or 30 years,” he says. And when you do withdraw 
it in retirement, you’ll pay taxes because the taxes were deferred. That’s why it’s 
important to put some balance in your portfolio. A good way to do that is with a Roth 
IRA, a Roth 401(k) or a health savings account. Withdrawing from those Roth funds 
in retirement won’t result in taxes because the taxes were already paid when the 
money went in the account. HSA money isn’t taxed if you withdraw it for qualified 
medical expenses. After you turn 65, you can withdraw it for any purpose, though 
you will pay taxes on that withdrawal if not used for a qualified expenses.

Many people nearing retirement probably 
look back to when they were in their 20s and 
30s and wish they could go back in time and 
make some financial decisions over again.

“Most people eventually learn that true 
financial success requires a lifetime of work, 
responsibility, and attention,” Heerlein says. 
“The younger you are when you come to that 
realization, the better.”

The saying that youth is wasted on the young may be especially true when it comes to saving for retirement.
“Too many people wait way too long to start thinking about how much they will need to finance their retire-

ment,” says Chris Heerlein, partner at REAP Financial LLC and author of Money Won’t Buy Happiness - But 
Time to Find It (www.moneywontbuyhappiness.com).

“In a way, that’s not surprising. Retirement seems so far away when you’re in your 20s and 30s, and it’s easy 
to think you’ll have plenty of time to worry about saving later. Then before you know it you pass 50, and you real-
ize you missed a great opportunity to take advantage of compound interest.”

Heerlein says many young people are making at least three financial mistakes that they likely will rue when it 
comes time to retire. Those are:

NOT Participating in a 401(k)
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Five problems with criminal background checks

www.urban.org

Sixty percent of companies perform criminal background checks to reduce their liability, reduce the risk of theft, minimize 
threats to the workplace, and promote public safety. But flaws in those background checks make them misleading to em-

ployers and can create unnecessary barriers to employment for people with criminal records long after those people have 
served their time.

A new Urban Institute report examines the two types of criminal background checks-FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) 
background checks and checks from commercial vendors-and finds that both produce incomplete and inaccurate reports. 
Here’s why that can be problematic for employers, employees, and the public.

1. Background checks identify people as having criminal histories when they might not.

2. Background checks identify people as having no criminal history when in fact they might.

FBI background checks are based on fingerprinting, which accurately links fingerprints to a person’s 
identity based on unique biometric data. However, the information the background check returns 
may be inaccurate or incomplete.

States report data to the FBI inconsistently, especially for outcomes of arrests and expunged re-
cords. People may be arrested and charged, which would show up in an FBI background check, but 
if those charges were dropped or the person was not convicted, the FBI report may not reflect that.

How common are these inaccuracies? Court disposition data indicate the outcome of an arrest, 
and nationally, only 49 percent of arrests have a matching court disposition. It is difficult to know how 
many people are affected by missing court dispositions, but one study examining 75 major US coun-
ties found that as many as one-third of all arrests with felony charges did not result in conviction.

FBI background checks may also include records that trace back further than is permissible by 
law. Though employers technically aren’t allowed to consider those older records when making hir-
ing decisions, including those records puts justice-involved people at risk of discrimination.

Criminal background checks conducted by commercial vendors also have significant flaws. Com-
mercial vendors’ reports have been criticized for capturing false negatives that indicate a lack of 
criminal history when there actually is one.

Commercial vendors check name, date of birth, and social security number (when provided and 
accurate) against online public records, as well as data purchased from courts and state reposito-
ries, sometimes even checking local court records manually. But a company conducting a back-
ground check can’t check court records in every jurisdiction. Applicants may be marked as clear 
when the record does not show crimes committed in other states or in jurisdictions for which the 
company doesn’t own records.
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To Know More....
http://www.urban.org/urban-wire/five-problems-criminal-background-checksOnline Article Link:

x  x  x  x  x  x

5. Failing to give people with criminal records a chance is against everyone’s interest.

3. Background checks may lead employers to think people with criminal histories 
pose a threat when they don’t.

4. People with criminal records face huge barriers 
to employment, even without background checks.

The reports employers see now disqualify potentially desirable employees. And when labor markets 
are slack, it doesn’t serve employers well to miss out on good hires because of inaccuracies or 
misconceptions.

It is also in the public interest to increase employment opportunities for people with criminal re-
cords. Employment after incarceration is a key factor in reducing a person’s risk of recidivism. Not 
only does it provide a source of income, it also offers structure, a safe way to spend time, and new 
and positive social networks. Studies show that risk of recidivism decreases if people can get jobs 
quickly after being released from prison.

Background checks exist for a reason, but they do harm, too. Improving background check prac-
tices and decreasing barriers to employment for justice-involved people will help ensure the public is 
safe, employers are well informed, and people have access to the jobs they need

In 2014, the FBI provided 30 million criminal history records for noncriminal justice purposes, like 
job applicant background checks-a 29 percent increase from 2010. Clearly, employers care whether 
a prospective employee has a criminal history, but do employers recognize when a criminal history 
matters and when it doesn’t?

One study found that for any given crime, there is a period after which people with a record pose 
no heightened risk to employers or public safety. Even for a violent crime like aggravated assault, 
after 4.3 years, a person is no more likely to commit another assault than a random person of the 
same age drawn from the general population.

But background checks let employers judge applicants for their past actions when they no lon-
ger pose a heightened risk. Regulations mandate that arrest records in FBI records and consumer 
reports be revealed to employers for up to seven years and that, depending on local regulations, 
some convictions can be included no matter how old they are-a rule that doesn’t match up with the 
empirical evidence around public safety for most crimes.

Collateral consequences, the hurdles people with criminal 
records encounter that go above and beyond the sentence 
they serve, include everything from restrictions on public 
housing to trouble qualifying for food stamps. Many collat-
eral consequences take the form of local regulations re-
stricting employment for justice-involved people.

A national repository lists 45,142 local regulations limit-
ing where justice-involved people can work and what kinds 
of jobs they can hold. Forty-seven percent of employment 
regulations specifically restrict people with any felony from 
being hired, not even specifying that the felony be catego-
rized as violent.

?? ??



We are looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in a clinical research study. 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an investigational (research) blood test is 

able to help confirm a diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 
You may Qualify if you: 

*Are healthy a female and male, age 6-17
* Have no clinical history of ADHD and Bipolar

Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation. 
 

For study qualification/more information: Bernice Frimpong (Research Coordinator) 443-287-2144 or 
bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
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Healthy Volunteers Needed 
We are looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in 
a clinical research study.  

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 

Your child may qualify if your child: 

*is a healthy  female or male, ages 6-17
*has no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder

Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation. 

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 

Healthy Volunteers Needed 
Looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in a 
clinical research study. 

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 

Your child may qualify if your child: 

*is healthy female or male, ages 6-17 
*has no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder
 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation. 

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
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One American dies of esophageal cancer every 36 minutes and the type of esophageal 
cancer caused by reflux disease is the fastest increasing cancer among American men.

ECAN Petitions FDA for New Labels  
on Over-the-Counter Reflux  
Medications Warning about the  
Risk of Esophageal Cancer

PERSISTENT HEARTBURN CAN INDICATE INCREASED RISK OF DEVELOPING ESOPHAGEAL 
CANCER. THIS MEDICATION WILL NOT ELIMINATE THAT RISK

ASK A DOCTOR BEFORE USE IF YOU HAVE HAD HEARTBURN OVER 3 MONTHS. THIS MAY BE A 
SIGN OF A MORE SERIOUS CONDITION.

STOP USE OF THE PRODUCT AND SEE YOUR PHYSICIAN IF YOUR HEARTBURN CONTINUES OR 
WORSENS; OR IF YOU NEED TO TAKE THIS PRODUCT FOR MORE THAN 14 DAYS; OR IF YOU 
NEED TO TAKE MORE THAN 1 COURSE OF TREATMENT EVERY 4 MONTHS.

“

“

“ So many patients tell us that they took over-the-counter heartburn medications for years, but never knew they 
were at risk for cancer – until it was too late,” - said ECAN’s Board Chairman Dr. John Lipham (Chief, Upper GI 
and General Surgery, Keck School of Medicine at the University of Southern California), who signed the petition with 
ECAN President & CEO Mindy Mintz Mordecai.

With this in mind, ECAN (Esophageal Can-
cer Action Network) has filed a Citizen Petition 
with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
requesting new labels on heartburn medica-
tions to warn people aboutthe risk of esopha-
geal cancerassociated with persistent reflux 
disease.

Anational non-profit dedicated to increasing 
awareness that reflux disease can cause can-
cer, ECANrequested the followingmessage 
appear on all over-the-counter (“OTC”) drug 
productslabeled to relieve or preventheart-
burn associated with reflux disease, acid indi-
gestion and sour stomach:

“ We know we can save lives with increased awareness and early detection,” Dr. Lipham added.

As many as 15 million Americans experience heartburn every day. Persistent heartburn (two or more times per 
week) can be a symptom of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), a condition where stomach contents, includ-
ing acid, splash into the esophagus, producing cellular changes that can ultimately result in cancer.

For some patients with esophageal cancer, heartburn symptoms are the only warning they will ever receive that 
they are at risk for cancer.

Too often esophageal cancer patients’ first sign that something is wrong is when they have a tumor in their esoph-
agus that prevents swallowing: by then, treatment is rarely successful.Less than one in five patients will survive 

IPSOS Poll conduct March 2017 for EACN
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five years after an esophageal cancer diagnosis, largely because the disease is usually discovered at late stages. 
   ECAN recently commissioned a market research survey of more than 1,000 American adults. Only 14 percent were 
aware that reflux diseasecould cause cancer.

“ We aren’t surprised by the numbers, but we are motivated to change them,” - said Mordecai, who founded 
ECAN after losing her husband and the father of her young daughters to esophageal cancer nine years ago. “ Folks 
need to know that if they are experiencing reflux symptoms on a regular basis, they should see their doctors and get 
checked – that’s why we filed our Petition. ”

“ Esophageal Cancer is preventable and our survey shows why the labels we are requesting are so necessary – 
because we can save lives and stop the senseless losses that families like ours continue to endure,” - she added.

A significant number of OTC drug products are available to relieve or prevent heartburn associated with acid indi-
gestion and sour stomach brought on by eating or drinking certain food and beverages.Many of these products were 
formerly available by prescription and are very effective in relieving the symptoms associated with heartburn.

Because these products are so effective, many patients will not tell their healthcare providers about their persistent 
heartburn, because they don’t know that it can lead to Barrett’s Esophagus, the precursor to esophageal cancer, and 
esophageal cancer.

“ Existing warnings on anti-reflux medications are not sufficient to alert patients to the risk of esophageal cancer 
associated with persistent heartburn resulting from reflux disease, acid indigestion or sour stomach,” - said David 
Rosen, a partner with the law firm of Foley &Lardner who worked for the FDA for 15 years and is representing ECAN 
in its filing.

Americans’ Response to Persistent Reflux SymptomsAmericans’ Response to Persistent Reflux Symptoms

IPSOS Poll conduct March 2017 for EACN

I would not take any action regarding my symptoms

Seek out advertisements for medications that address reflux symptoms

Talk to a pharmacist about medications to address my symptoms

Ask my friends and family for advice on how to address my symptoms

Make an appointment with a specialist to find out more

Ask medical provider for prescription for medications to address symptoms

Tell my medical provider about my symptoms at my next regular appointment

Buy medications at the drug store and take them to alleviate my symptoms

Do research about my symptoms on the internet

Change my diet or eating habits

Make appointment with my primary care provider to address my symptoms

0%     5%     10%    15%   20%    25%    30%    35%   40%   45%
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About ECAN.org

ECAN’s mission is to save lives by increasing awareness that 
reflux disease can cause cancer, promoting early detection, 
supporting medical innovation to prevent, detect, treat and 
cure esophageal cancer and linking patients and families to 
compassionate support. The Baltimore-based national non-
profit organization is led by a board of directors of top physi-
cians, business leaders and families touched by esophageal 
cancer. 

ECAN successfully advocated with the National Cancer In-
stitute to include esophageal cancer in its groundbreaking 
genome mapping project. Through ECAN’s efforts, April has 
been formally designated as “Esophageal Cancer Awareness 
Month” across the United States. For more information and 
the nonprofit’s free, downloadable Guide for Patients about 
GERD, Barrett’s Esophagus and esophageal cancer, visit 
www.ECAN.org

“ The FDA should act swiftly to include a bold prominent and strong warning label to better inform patients of the 
risks associated with persistent heartburn and the need to see their physician due to the risk of esophageal cancer 
that can go undetected if the patient is getting symptomatic relief from the OTC drug products,” - Rosen said.

Such products include, among others, antacid products such as magnesium hydroxide, aluminum hydroxide, 
calcium carbonate, ranitidine, famotidine, cimetidine, esomeprazole, omeprazole, lansoprazole, pantopra-
zole and nizatidine. 

Symptoms Recognized 
 as caused by Reflux Diseases

Symptoms Recognized  
 as caused by Reflux Diseases

IPSOS Poll conduct March 2017 for EACN

Heartburn

Sore Throat

Choking upon Lying Dowm

Hoarse Voice

Wearing of Tooth Enamel

Cough

Other

None of the Above

73%

49%

47%

38%

36%

35%

    4%

10%
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Eric Hutchinson (http://erichutchinsonfinancial.com) is a certified financial planner with more than 30 years of 
experience in the areas of financial planning, investments, estate and tax planning. Hutchinson has professional 
affiliations with The Financial Planning Association, the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards and the 
Investment Management Consultants Association. His new book “The Financial Briefing,” distills time-tested 
wisdom based on decades of professional experience and provides an overview of many of the financial and life 
issues everyone will face at some point.

enrolled and would have to take def-
inite steps to get un-enrolled.  The 
same is true for auto-deposit fea-
tures.  It is now fairly common for 
employer sponsored plans to auto-
enroll employees and then auto-
matically begin deducting a modest 
amount from employee paychecks.  
These plans often auto-escalate the 
amount of salary deferral up to a pre-
determined amount, usually eight to 
ten percent of compensation. This 
is taking advantage of human iner-
tia in a positive way because only a 
small percentage of employees opt 
out of these automatic plan features. 
Many experts agree that personal re-
tirement savings rates in the range 
of ten to fifteen percent of compen-
sation can result in savings amounts 
that could replace most or all of an 
employee’s earnings by the time they 
reach retirement age.

Current plans by Oregon to require 
businesses that don’t offer retirement 
plans to auto-enroll employees in an 
IRA account are likely doomed be-
fore they start.  Similar plans in Cali-
fornia, Connecticut, Illinois, Mary-
land and Oregon may face a similar 
fate.  Auto enrollment is not enough. 
Auto deposit is a critical step to re-
ally begin to address retirement sav-
ings needs for Americans who are 

not already doing what they need to 
be doing.

Financial education is another key 
to financial success for many Ameri-
cans. The level of financial literacy 
among a large portion of America’s 
population is, quite simply, appall-
ing. In my work with employer 
sponsored retirement plans, we pro-
vide employee education and per-
sonal financial counseling as a part 
of our services.  In my own experi-
ence, participation levels increase, 
savings rates increase, and invest-
ment outcomes improve as employ-
ees become more knowledgeable.  
With those foundational elements 
in play, employee outcomes tend to 
improve.

Retirement savings plans are not 
the problem.  Overcoming human 
inertia and increasing financial liter-
acy are important keys to fixing the 
real problem.  Auto-enrollment and 
auto-deposit are powerful tools that 
can be used to help.  Financial edu-
cation and counseling from a trained 
financial professional can make an 
important impact on the problem.  
Ultimately, true financial success 
and enjoying a comfortable, carefree 
retirement is the result of doing a lot 
of little things consistently over a 
longer period of time.

SOURCE DISCUSSING 
IRAS FAIL TO DO WHAT THEY’RE SUPPOSED TO DO

A recent WSJ article claims a new 
analysis finds retirement savings 

plans are not fulfilling their mission. 
As a practicing financial professional 
with over thirty years specializing in 
retirement planning, my observation 
is that the plans offered by Congress 
or individual states are not the real 
problem. People are the problem.  
Sure, the different plans offered to 
Americans could be tweaked and 
improved, but for the most part it is 
people who are to blame. It is people 
who choose not to participate or not 
participate fully in their employer’s 
401(k), 403(b) or other type of plan.  
It is people who choose not to save 
a portion of their earnings.  A basic 
tenet for long term financial success 
is learning to live on less than you 
earn. That is a people problem.

I do a lot of work with employers 
offering retirement savings plans to 
their employees, often with gener-
ous matching programs that offer 
free, extra money to the participants 
to match their contributions to the 
plan.  Even with a generous match, 
some employees don’t participate 
in the plan at all or don’t contribute 
enough to qualify for the full match-
ing funds available.   These people 
are consciously making a choice to 
pass on getting FREE MONEY from 
their employer. The plan is not the 
problem, it is the people.

Human inertia is a real issue when 
studying and analyzing retirement 
plans.  Employers who add auto-en-
rollment features to their plans often 
see a marked increase in participa-
tion. Why? Because the employee 
doesn’t have to do anything to get 
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Tips For Young People  
Who Need to Start  
Saving For Retirement – Now
A typical high school curriculum offers anything from the 
traditional subjects - language arts, algebra and U.S. his-
tory - to the not-so-traditional subjects, such as gardening, 
therapeutic dance and business technology.

But despite all those academic options, the educational 
system is leaving a void in the lives of many students, says 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM professional Eric 
Hutchinson (http://erichutchinsonfinancial.com).

“One thing not being taught in schools is how to manage 
money and prepare for retirement,” says Hutchinson, author 
of the book The Financial Briefing. “A lot of students are leav-
ing high school without knowing what they need to know.”

As a result, Hutchinson says that many students - whether 
they attend college or go straight into the workforce after 
high school - don’t grasp how important the time factor is 
when it comes to saving for later in life. Too many people 
wait too long to start stashing away money for retirement, so 
that their retirement fund ends up being tens or even hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars less than it might have been.

“If you take the right actions early in life, it will make your 
retirement much easier,” Hutchinson says. “It’s a whole lot 
harder to play catch up.”

Hutchinson offers some tips for those young people en-
tering the workforce so they aren’t left with little or nothing 
once their careers are complete.

“If you are trying to get rich overnight, it can be a high-
risk proposition,” Hutchinson says. “Too many people 
are looking for instant gratification. Money and life don’t 
work that way.” 

Eric Hutchinson ( http://erichutchinsonfinancial.com ) is 
a Certified Financial Planner™ with more than 30 years 
of experience in the areas of financial planning, invest-
ments, estate and tax planning. Hutchinson has profes-
sional affiliations with The Financial Planning Associa-
tion, the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards 
and the Investment Management Consultants Associa-
tion. His new book The Financial Briefing, distills time-
tested wisdom based on decades of professional experi-
ence and provides an overview of many of the financial 
and life issues everyone will face at some point.

Think about saving before a life 
event forces you to.

Don’t abandon the ride. Let time 
be your ally.

Technology can’t replace the 
human touch.

Hutchinson says that often a major life event will 
cause people to begin thinking new thoughts about 
their futures. The event could be a death in the 
family, being laid off from a job or a debilitating 
injury. Hutchinson says it shouldn’t take a major life 
event to remind people to begin to build a nest egg 
to ensure the financial security of their families.

Most people have been on a roller coaster. Even 
though the downhill plummet can be a little scary, 
most people don’t choose to jump off the ride, 
although they may think that thought! Investing in 
the stock market* with retirement savings can be 
a similar type of ride. There will be plenty of ups 
and downs, but the descent is no time to jump off, 
even if you do get jittery. Market history suggests 
that eventually things may work out, if you allow 
enough time. “Although past performance doesn’t 
guarantee future results, time can be an extremely 
valuable asset for a young person making retire-
ment investments,” says Hutchinson. “Even with 
the worst of circumstances, people may be OK. As 
an example, 2008 was one of the worst periods for 
the stock market since the great depression. By the 
end of 2010, stocks had recovered enough to erase 
most of the damage done in the fall of 2008.”

For all the convenience that technology provides 
us, it still can’t replace the experience of a connec-
tion with another person. An experienced personal 
financial advisor can ask the right questions, 
provide ongoing guidance, and be an important 
resource for those who want to plan for retirement, 
Hutchinson says. A computerized robo advisor or 
even a live advisor supporting a robo advisor ser-
vice often doesn’t deliver the same depth of advice 
or relationship.

http://erichutchinsonfinancial.com

About Eric Hutchinson, CFP®
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About NKF-MD

Be social with us
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Serving central and western Maryland, the Delmarva Peninsula and portions 
of Virginia and West Virginia, the National Kidney Foundation of Maryland 
is the area’s only voluntary health agency dedicated to preventing kidney 
and urinary tract diseases, improving the health and well-being of individuals 
and families affected by these diseases, and increasing the availability of all  
organs for transplantation. For more information, visit www.kidneymd.org.

National Kidney Foundation of Maryland 
Launches Raffle to Win 2017 Lincoln MKC

www.kidney.org

Tickets available at Hunt Valley Towne Centre’s Friday concerts through Aug. 25, 
and online through Sept. 15

The National Kidney Foundation of Maryland (NKF-MD) offers the chance to win a luxury car* while supporting the  
non-profit’s patient services, education and research efforts.

Now through Sept. 15, anyone age 18 and older can enter the Foundation’s raffle to win a 2017 Lincoln MKC.  
Tickets are on sale for $100/each at http://bit.y/2017CarRaffle or by calling the NKF-MD office at 410.494.8545.

Additionally, they can be purchased at Hunt Valley Towne Centre’s free concerts, taking place every Friday through 
Aug. 25, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.

“We are thrilled to host a fun event where the community can gather each week,” said Tom Fitzpatrick, president & COO 
of Greenberg Gibbons, developer of Hunt Valley Towne Centre. “It is even more special when we have the opportunity to 
support a non-profit like National Kidney Foundation of Maryland.”

The concerts are sponsored by Bob Davidson Ford Lincoln, which will have the 2017 Lincoln MKC on display each week 
for concert goers and prospective raffle customers to view.

*NKF-MD will only sell 1,000 raffle tickets. A minimum of 350 tickets must be sold in order to award the raffle winner a lease 
option for the 2017 Lincoln MKC. If fewer are tickets are sold, the winner will receive 40 percent of the ticket sales in cash.

The winning ticket will be drawn at the NKF KONICA MINOLTA GOLF CLASSIC, taking place Friday, Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. 
at Greystone Golf Course. The raffle winner does not need to be present at the tournament, but for more information about 
the event, visit www.NKFGolfClassic.org or call 410.494.8545 or pdash@kidneymd.org.

Proceeds from the car raffle and Golf Classic will directly support NKF-MD’s patient emergency assistance program 
(providing food, housing aid, utilities, medical and dental support, medication and transportation to dialysis), as well 
as vital research at Johns Hopkins and the University of Maryland.

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                               CONTACT: Caryn Sagal, 410.363.9583 
     caryn@lawrencehoward.com 
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Labels, labels, labels. Why can’t I just be known by “me”? Instead of by my affiliations, country, company, or religion? 
As an adoptee, perhaps I have felt the devastating effect of labels more strongly than others. Classmates labeled 
me orphan, Paki, peanut butter for my brown skin, and the list went on. And then labels I was given by my adopted 
family. You are Dutch now, they told me. And they tried to give me a new first name, along with their family name. 
Even as a small child, I refused. My name is Gabriella , I told them in broken English.

One’s country, culture, and religion are already very heavy labels, but then as we grow up, there are more and 
more labels… from whatever stupid thing you did in childhood to all the mistakes that played out publicly. It is very 
hard to navigate in a world without a label, both for ourselves and others. Some people want labels so that they 
can belong. Other people want labels so they can put others in a box in order to feel safe. Our society is so used to 
labeling that we don’t know any longer how to function without it… even in the days of my grandparents, you were 
the kid of the butcher, or from a rich family, these and other labels gave others a way to categorize you and know 
in their minds who you were…

But what about those who feel that no labels properly describe who they are? Like I say in my talks, when we 
have too many labels, it is always to the exclusion of others that do not fit the mold. Just because you do not want a 
certain label that you were born with, you are still faced with the universal problem of needing and wanting to belong 
to a group or a family, which is instinctive and very primal… And then what happens when our social interactions 

Longing for Belonging

You begin to look at these things:
- other cultures different from your own 

- other religions different from your own

LB

By Gabriella van Rij  (originally featured in NYdailynews.com)

are severed and you feel like an outsider 
looking in?

I am boldly stating that I believe dev-
astating things occur in our society when 
this happens. We need to feel belonging 
somewhere. If we cannot find it in our 
families, we will roam the world until we 
find belonging!

Loneliness can drive us to find belong-
ing in unexpected places because when 
you feel like an outsider that grass looks 
greener inside the group. It really feels 
like others have families, it feels like they 
are all happy and have jobs and are not 
struggling, which is an emotion outsiders 
often face.

And when you start searching, you find that other cultures and religions have different sets of rules than what you 
are used to and you are learning to broaden your horizons, which in today’s diverse world is indeed a good thing. 
Now when we explore other religions, why do we do that? I believe we do this in hopes of finding an ideology to at-
tach ourselves to.

Now the two similarities that I want to talk about is when one person finds the religion of Islam and another person 
finds the Catholic church as their salvation. What is the difference? Both people find something that makes them feel 
they belong… They finally found what seemed missing. Their loneliness and rudderlessness have been replaced by 
religion. And they have finally found a renewed purpose and meaning in their life.
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Gabriella van Rij (www.gabriella.global) is a speaker, author and activist whose latest book, 

E n g a g e  w i t h  G a b r i e l l a

The two people I am talking about: one is my mother who found solace and comfort in the Catholic Church, particu-
larly during the time she lived alone from 1977 until her death in 2007, almost 30 years. That is a very long time, and 
you know what? Most of us would agree with me that this was great for her and that this religion gave her a renewed 
sense of purpose and a reason for living. 

The other person I am talking about we will have a much harder time accepting. CNN recently ran a feature story 
on Michael Delefortrie, a young Belgian man who converted to Islam. He is not much different than my mother be-
cause he thought this specific religion was going to make him part of something greater than himself. He gave an 
interview and said; “I am no longer a Belgian, I am a Muslim.”

There are a couple things that come to mind.
The young man finally feels belonging and part of something but is it going to give him what he is looking for? Does 

he realize that he replaced one label for another?

Because now I need to let you know that this young man then decided to travel to Syria to join ISIS. So he became 
what we call an extremist. Now here is where I make the connection…

My mother, of course, would not be considered an extremist but she suddenly went to church more often than she 
ever had before and she was someone who always talked about things in the Bible, etc… So in my eyes, I would say 
she became intense about her ideology, just like this young Belgian man did. Both were roped in slowly but surely... 
A new idea, a new concept and then slowly the group takes your arm and then you are part of them and somehow 
you feel whole and complete. And then in the case of the Belgian man, when asked if he would execute someone if 
asked, the answer was that yes, he would obey Islamic law.

What I find so devastating is that things happen to all of us while growing up, but not all of us can stand being alone, 
or feeling like an outcast, year in and year out. Whether it is because you are a divorced lady like in my mother’s 
case or whether you are this young man. Both followed an ideology that made them feel less alone, one obviously 
was violent and had to do things that the other did not have to. But both found solace within the group. And that is 
my point here…

It saddens me that religion filled that hole of loneliness in my mother and it saddens me that this young man had 
experienced such pain in his own country and in his own religion that it led him to look for belonging elsewhere.

I am not immune to this desire for belonging either! But because of my life experiences, I can see clearly how this 
desire drives so many people’s life stories and the extreme lengths people will go to to feel accepted. I have one leg 
in the East and one leg in the West and I am more than OK not to belong to either.

In our society, we must teach that there is room for those who feel that they don’t belong, that there is room for them 
to exist without a label, without having to go to such extremes to find belonging and connection.

Watch Your Delivery, explores how we often fail in  
communicating. She began her life as an orphan in Pakistan, 
and today is a frequent guest on TV and radio. She also is the  
author of I Can Find My Might and With All My Might.
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Come, be part of a story –– one that will not repel you, 
but one that will compel you.

A story that will repair, not dispair.  
A story that will help weave a tapestry of hope.

The women in Afghanistan face the unthinkable:
Imprisoned for being raped

Mutilated for leaving abusive spouses
In some cases set afire and abused by family or community members

Marginalized from the marketplace
Psychologically scarred from centuries of war 

and being persecuted over centuries.

Be part of the story –– to help these women  
move towards a life of self sufficiency and hope.

Support the Focus on Women Magazine Afghan Women’s Craft Project.
Purchase their goods.

This is a Fair Trade Project
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Why United Airlines’ Woes  
Had Nothing To Do With  
Social Media By Jay York

About Jay York

hilarious to savage.
But what would you expect? Any company that thinks this type of mistake (read: abhorrent, 

boneheaded, violent violation of the customer/business relationship) will go unpunished by the 
internet (read: actual human beings) is living in a different century. Consumers are more active 
now than they’ve ever been. They expect more than they ever have before. And they arguably have 
greater power than ever before because of social media.

Social media has created an avenue for consumers to make their voices heard, much to the detriment 
of companies who choose to put customer service on the back burner in favor of the bottom line.

Social media was never meant to be a place where customer service issues were handled. 
That’s just the way things evolved, at least in part because companies avoid dealing with prob-
lems their policies create until the collective voices rain down on them via their Facebook and 
Twitter profiles.

Can you blame customers who feel cheated or wronged for taking the only recourse they know 
how? I certainly can’t. Companies have a duty to service their customers in a fair and just way. Yes, 
mistakes can happen and in those cases customers will do their best to take to traditional means to get 
their problems solved. If those avenues don’t work or are too inconvenient, to Twitter they’ll go.

What’s really unfortunate from a PR standpoint – and social media manager standpoint – is that 
the United Airlines situation could have been avoided.

United Airlines needed four people off that flight. They asked for volunteers, offering vouchers 
as enticement, but couldn’t clear the seats they needed. So they chose passengers themselves and 
ordered them off the plane. When the doctor, already in his seat, declined to leave the police were 
brought in and social media infamy followed.

What should have happened instead? The airline could have simply raised their offer for vouch-
ers. They could have enticed someone to give up their seat by other means. A volunteer could have 
been found, if only they’d been willing to pay for it.

This incident should remind companies that they need to take a hard look at the policies they 
have in place when dealing with customer disputes. They need to train their employees to identify 
and disengage when their policies are causing needless escalations.

So let’s make it happen, brands. Let’s come together for a united effort to do right by our custom-
ers. Your customers-and the folks who manage your social media accounts -will thank you.

Jay York is senior social media strategist for EMSI Public Relations (www.emsincorporated.com), 
a firm that represents corporations and experts in a wide array of fields such as business, health, 
food, lifestyle, politics, finance, law, sports and entertainment. York, whose extensive experience 
in social media marketing dates back to the early days of MySpace and LiveJournal, helps EMSI 
clients make sense of the vast realm of digital marketing, from creative social media to overall 
marketing strategy.

As a social media man-
ager who manages many 

corporate campaigns for my 
agency’s clients, I can’t help 
but sympathize with the poor 
soul who handles United Air-
lines’ social media accounts.

I can imagine that person driving to 
work Monday morning, listening to 
Gary Jules’ “Mad World” on repeat, 
dreading what the day would hold - all 
because of a total and incomprehen-
sible lack of basic customer service.

By now, nearly everyone has 
watched the infamous viral video of 
a United Airlines passenger getting 
“voluntarily” yanked out of his seat 
by police, his face smashing into the 
armrest in the opposite row. Gasp-
ing passengers aimed their smart-
phone cameras at the ordeal, but 
no one with the United Airlines staff 
seemed to realize how bad the situ-
ation was - and certainly not how 
bad it was about to become.

They soon found out. News orga-
nizations reported on this PR disas-
ter, social media skewered the com-
pany relentlessly, and competitors 
gleefully piled on.

And what’s been happening with 
those folks who manage the United 
Airlines’ social media? Just two posts 
have appeared on the United Airlines 
Twitter account since the incident. The 
first was a much-derided non-apology 
apology from CEO Oscar Munoz, who 
expressed regret for having to “re-ac-
commodate these customers.”

The second came a day later, when 
the first post failed to capture the es-
sence of what an apology is supposed 
to be. This time the CEO assured us 
that United would take “full respon-
sibility and will work to make it right.” 
It was signed, simply, Oscar.

Although United Airlines’ Twitter 
has gone mum, the rest of the social 
media world hasn’t been so silent. 
Browse through United’s tweets pri-
or to the incident and you’ll discover 
angry Twitter users finding clever 
and creative ways to weave the no-
torious incident into unrelated con-
versations. The results range from 
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Media Sponsorship Opportunities

$10,000 +

$7,500

Full-page program ad ( 4.5” × 7.5” - 300 DPI B/W PDF ) – due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com by 
Sept. 24th
Sponsor’s promotional materials included in 200 event giveaway bags. Items must be delivered 
by October 5th to Gail Lee, The Children’s Home, 205 Bloomsbury Avenue, Catonsville, MD 
21228 - 410.744.7310.
8 event tickets - RSVPs due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com by October 5th
Logo on Save the Dates and Invitations ( 800-1,000 quantity )
Logo on Event Signage
Individual Corporate Banner ( 4x6 ) displayed at event
Logo placement on event Collaterals, Ads and Website
Recognition in printed and online Newsletter ( 2,000 quantity )
Recognition on our Facebook page ( nearly 1,400 followers )
Logo on emailblasts ( six ) to donors and prospects ( nearly 2,000 )

Full-page program ad ( 4.5” × 7.5” - 300 DPI B/W PDF ) – due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com by 
Sept. 24th
Sponsor’s promotional materials included in 200 event giveaway bags. Items must be delivered 
by October 5th to Gail Lee, The Children’s Home, 205 Bloomsbury Avenue, Catonsville, MD 
21228 - 410.744.7310.
6 event tickets – RSVPs due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com by October 5th
Logo on Save the Dates and Invitations ( 800-1,000 quantity )
Logo on Event Signage
Individual Corporate Banner ( 4x6 ) displayed at event
Logo placement on event Collaterals, Ads and Website
Recognition in printed and online Newsletter ( 2,000 quantity )
Recognition on our Facebook page ( nearly 1,400 followers )
Logo on email blasts ( six ) to donors and prospects ( nearly 2,000 )
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Adobe

PDF

$5,000

$2,500

Half-page program ad ( 4.5” × 3.625” - 300 DPI B/W PDF ) – due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com 
by Sept. 24th
Sponsor’s promotional materials included in 200 event Giveaway Bags. Items must be delivered 
by October 5th to Gail Lee, The Children’s Home, 205 Bloomsbury Avenue, Catonsville, MD 
21228 - 410.744.7310.
4 event tickets – RSVPs due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com by October 5th
Logo on Save the Dates and Invitations ( 800-1,000 quantity )
Logo on Event Signage
Logo placement on event Collaterals, Ads and Website
Recognition in printed and online Newsletter ( 2,000 quantity )
Recognition on our Facebook page ( nearly 1,400 followers )
Logo on email blasts ( six ) to donors and prospects ( nearly 2,000 )

Quarter-page program ad ( 2.125” × 3.625” - 300 DPI B/W PDF ) –  due to caryn@lawrencehoward.
com by Sept. 24th
Sponsor’s promotional materials included in 200 event Giveaway Bags. Items must be delivered 
by October 5thto Gail Lee, The Children’s Home, 205 Bloomsbury Avenue, Catonsville, MD 
21228 - 410.744.7310.
2 event tickets – RSVPs due to caryn@lawrencehoward.com by October 5th
Logo on Save the Dates and Invitations ( 800-1,000 quantity )
Logo on Event Signage
Logo placement on event Collaterals, Ads and Website
Recognition in printed and online Newsletter ( 2,000 quantity )
Recognition on our Facebook page ( nearly 1,400 followers )
Logo on email blasts ( six ) to donors and prospects ( nearly 2,000 )
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Employers Will Have To Adjust To New Generation

Differences Between Generation Z and
    Millennials As They Enter The Workforce7
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www.collegeworks.com

Thanks to his role at College Works Painting, which offers internships that help 
undergraduate students gain real-life business management experience, Stew-
art has gained a first-hand look at both the Millennials and Generation Z. And 
there certainly are differences between the two:

There’s a new generation in 
town and it’s one that em-

ployers better get ready for, be-
cause it’s 23 million strong and 
will be flooding the workforce by 
the end of the decade.

Ladies and gentlemen, meet 
Generation Z; a confidence-
filled group that doesn’t want to 
miss a thing, has the shortest 
attention span of any genera-
tion and isn’t quite as open as 
its predecessors - the millenni-
als - from whom they learned 
that not everything needs to be 
shared online.

“If you try to treat those in 
Generation Z (born in the mid to 
late ‘90s, mostly to Generation 
X parents) like you treated Mil-
lennials (born in the early ‘80s to 
mid ‘90s, mostly to Baby Boom-
er parents), it will backfire on 
you,” - says Matt Stewart, co-
founder of College Works Paint-
ing (www.collegeworks.com). 
“This generation is unique. And 
now they are starting to enter 
the workforce.”

According to best selling author and generations expert David Stillman, 
you won’t find those in Generation Z frequenting Facebook or Twitter as 
much as their predecessors. Keenly aware of software monitoring, they 
are more likely to share their worlds on apps such as Snapchat or Insta-
gram. Often dubbed Digital Natives, Millennials are much more likely to 
share their lives in the open on platforms such as Facebook. 

Being culturally connected is more important to those in Generation Z 
than to Millennials, with many more Gen Zers suffering from FOMO (Fear 
of Missing Out) than Millennials.

Stewart doesn’t see this as a hard and fast rule and says the experience 
Generation Z employees have at College Works Painting - and the im-
pact they pride themselves on having - is much the opposite of FOMO. 
An example that Stewart says other companies can follow.

Those in Generation Z have grown up with smart phones, tablets, 3-D, 
4-D and 360-degree photography just to name a few of their norms. Ac-
cording to Stillman, keeping the attention of a Gen Zer is harder than 
ever. Their average attention span is eight seconds, compared to the 12-
second attention span of Millennials.

Millennials are driven to succeed by helicopter parents who watch their 
every move, while Generation Z finds encouragement from parents who 
encourage independent thinking, want them to achieve on their own and 
are fed up with not receiving equal pay for equal success at work.

According to Forbes, social entrepreneurship is important to Generation 
Z, a group that is driven to volunteer and choose a career in which they 
can make a difference. On the other hand, there are those who hope the 
Millennials will become more civic-minded as they grow older, but it’s 
something that hasn’t been witnessed as of yet.

Generation Z children were raised in classrooms that focused on diversity 
and collaboration. Despite this fact, they tend to be more private than Mil-
lennials, perhaps as a result of seeing many of the downfalls of previous 
generations in the Great Recession. 

Because those who are part of Generation Z feel pressure to gain corpo-
rate experience early, they are competing with Millennials who are more 
likely to wait to gain that same type of experience. The good news for 
Millennials, who are more likely to chase jobs in the corporate world, is 
that 72 percent of those in Generation Z wish to take what they learn and 
apply it to their own business, versus 64 percent of Millennials who have 
the same goal.

Matt Stewart is co-founder 
of College Works Painting 
(www.collegeworks.com), 
which provides real-world 
business experience for 
thousands of college stu-
dents each year. The award-
winning program also offers 
high-quality house-painting 
services for homeowners.
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Retirement can open up a whole new way of life for 
Americans ready to bring their working years to an 
end, but at least one thing doesn’t change.

The IRS still keeps a watchful eye on your income 
- including whatever amount you’re pulling from the 
IRA or 401(k) that you spent decades building into a 
nice, hefty nest egg.

Space out the conversion.  Most people wouldn’t 
want to take the tax hit all at once, and you don’t 
have to. You can transfer the money into a Roth in in-
crements over the course of a few years. So if, for ex-
ample, you space out the conversion over five years, 
then the tax is spaced out over five years as well. A 
few factors determine how much you can convert the 
first year, but Marriage says about 40 percent of the 
people he has worked with were able to convert half 
of it in the first year.

The age to do it.  A conversion can be done regardless 
of the account holder’s age, but Marriage says it’s his 
experience that people 59 ½ to 74 benefit the most.

Start with a Roth if possible. Some employers now 
offer a Roth 401(k) as an option. Employees should 
take advantage of that, Marriage says. They won’t get 
to defer their taxes on the portion of their income they 
contribute to the account, but the interest grows tax 
free and they’ll avoid taxes come retirement time.

Gary Marriage Jr. is the founder 
and CEO of Nature Coast Finan-
cial Advisors (www.naturecoast-
financial.com), which educates 
retirees on how to protect their 
assets, increase their income and 
reduce their taxes. Marriage is a 
national speaker, delivering solu-
tions for pre-retirees, business own-
ers and seniors on the areas affecting their retirement 
and estates. He is an approved member of the National 
Ethics Bureau, and has been featured in “America’s 
Top Hometown Financial Advisors 2011” and was se-
lected to contribute to a book with Steve Forbes titled, 
“SuccessOnomics: Power Principles.” Marriage is also 
the founder of Operation Veteran Aid, an advocate for 
war-time veterans and their families.

About Gary Marriage Jr.

Uncle Sam has been waiting for years - possibly decades 
- to tax that money because the deposits you made were pre-
tax, meaning you weren’t taxed on the income you contrib-
uted to the accounts.

That tax-deferral system works well - until retirement 
time arrives and you need the money.

“When you defer taxes, eventually it catches up with you,” 
says Gary Marriage Jr., CEO of Nature Coast Financial Ad-
visors (www.naturecoastfinancial.com). “Suddenly, your IRA 
or 401(k) isn’t worth as much as you thought because every 
withdrawal you make potentially can be taxed.”

But there’s an answer and, with President Donald Trump 
and Congress looking at tax cuts, now would be the time to 
take advantage, Marriage says.

Those traditional IRA and 401(k) accounts can be convert-
ed to a Roth IRA, which isn’t taxed when withdrawals are 
made. That doesn’t mean you’ll avoid the taxes, Marriage 
says, because you’ll pay them when you make the conver-
sion. But when you reach retirement, you’ll be able to make 
withdrawals the rest of your life tax free.

“Taxes are about to be on sale,” Marriage says. “Over the 
next four to five years, your tax bracket is probably going to 
be as low as it ever will be.”

He says some facts worth knowing about Roth conversions 
include:

With Taxes ‘On Sale’
     It Could Be TIME
To Convert To A Roth IRA

Marriage says he recently did a conversion for a client 
where he had calculated that if the client lived to be 90, 
they would have paid nearly $1 million in taxes on IRA 
withdrawals.

“Switching to a Roth lowered that to $200,000,” he 
says. “I know that still sounds like a lot, but I’d rather 
pay $200,000 than nearly $1 million.”
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“Circumstances are always changing as people grow older,” Hutchinson says. “I would recommend 
going over each year’s changing needs with your kids. The emergency fund has to adapt and be 
ready for whatever circumstances might pop up.”

Whether it be a 10-year-old 
stashing away a dollar or 
teenagers opening a sav-
ings or checking account, 
get kids in the habit of sav-
ing no matter how small the 
amount.

Credit card companies 
have large marketing 
budgets and much of those 
funds are spent on mar-
keting to older teenagers. 
Make sure he or she under-
stands what credit pitfalls 
could lie ahead.

Help your kids by setting, 
and meeting goals. Once 
those goals are met allow 
them a little withdrawal to 
buy something for them-
selves.

Meet with your child at 
regular intervals so that you 
can discuss their emergen-
cy account, answer ques-
tions and discuss money 
issues he or she might 
encounter.

The earlier kids learn to 
manage a budget, the 
easier things will be down 
the line. Younger kids can 
start learning by jotting 
their plusses and minuses 
down on a piece of paper, 
while older kids can be 
introduced to budgeting on 
software and apps.

Loose change can add up, 
so don’t let kids discard 
those pennies or leave 
them lying in the parking 
lot – no matter if they are 
heads or tails up.

Children don’t miss much, 
and if they don’t see you 
saving, they might wonder 
why they need to save.

As Jodi walked to class that day the freshman 
noticed a large circle of booths spread out across 
the main courtyard of campus.

Scattered among the booths was one giving 
away free t-shirts with the school’s mascot on it. 
All Jodi had to do to get the free swag was fill out 
a form. As a bonus she would receive this little 

MORE ONLINE Info:

Encourage kids to 
save something.

Keep kids away from 
credit as long as  
possible.

Help kids balance 
treats and sacrifices.

Schedule money 
meetings.

Help kids set up a 
real budget.

Loose change goes to 
the emergency fund. Set an example.

http://erichutchinsonfinancial.com

To Turning Children 
Into Young Adults With 
Healthy Savings Habits

7-Step Guide

plastic card that was practically free money.
Or so she thought. Four years later she was stuck with a $5,000 t-shirt thanks to the debt she rang up.
Children who learn the importance of saving money at a young age are much better prepared to manage their money 

independently once they are grown,” says Eric Hutchinson (http://erichutchinsonfinancial.com), certified financial planner and 
author of the book “The Financial Briefing.”

Jodi’s parents never talked to her about debt. Or how she could have bought a similar t-shirt with cash, stashed away a 
matching amount in an emergency fund and been in the clear financially by the time she graduated. Instead she has joined 
the average college graduate in America who leaves school with more than $5,600 in credit card debt alone.

Hutchinson recommends that children begin to build an emergency fund as soon as they can so they can have some money 
saved up and understand the principals of savings and creating an emergency account by the time they become young adults.

Here are seven ways to help your child develop a lifetime emergency fund: 

About  
Eric Huthinson, CFP
Certified financial planner with 
more than 30 years of experience 
in the areas of financial planning, 
investments, estate and tax plan-
ning. Hutchinson has professional 
affiliations with The Financial 
Planning Association, the Certified 
Financial Planner Board of Stan-
dards and the Investment Man-
agement Consultants Association. 
His new book “The Financial Brief-
ing,” distills time-tested wisdom 
based on decades of profes-
sional experience and provides an 
overview of many of the financial 
and life issues everyone will face 
at some point.

Encourage kids to save something

Keep kids away from credit as long as possible 15
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Loose change goes to the emergency fund

Help kids set up a real budget

Help kids balance treats and sacrifices

Schedule money meetings

Set an example



  
 

We are looking for healthy children, ages 6-17, to participate in a clinical research study.  
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an investigational (research) blood test is 

able to help confirm a diagnosis of ADHD in youth. 
You may Qualify if you: 

*Are healthy a female and male, age 6-17 
* Have no clinical history of ADHD and Bipolar 

 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation.  

 
For study qualification/more information: Bernice Frimpong (Research Coordinator) 443-287-2144 or 

bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
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Healthy Volunteers Needed 

 
We are looking for healthy adults, ages 18-55, to participate in a 
clinical research study.  

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in adults. 

You may qualify if you: 

*are a healthy female or male, ages 18-55 
*have no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder 
 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation.  

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 
 

Principal Investigator – Ekaterina Stepanova, MD, PhD 
IRB# 00086805 

 
 

Healthy Volunteers Needed 
 Looking for healthy adults, ages 18-55, to participate in a clinical 

research study.  

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to find out whether an 
investigational (research) blood test is able to help confirm a 
diagnosis of ADHD in adults. 

You may qualify if you: 

*are a healthy female or male, ages 18-55 
*have no clinical history of ADHD or Bipolar Disorder 
 
Qualified participants will receive monetary compensation.  

For study qualification/more information please contact: 
Bernice Frimpong (Research Program Coordinator)  
443-287-2144 or bfrimpong2@jhmi.edu 

 
Principal Investigator – Ekaterina Stepanova, MD, PhD 

IRB# 00086805 
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Spring is the season of renewal. Plants and trees start to rebound 
from the harsh winter that claimed most of their leaves and vegeta-
tion. Birds return from their Southern vacations, serenade us with their 
morning songs and rebuild their nests in preparation for new arrivals.  
   Unfortunately, there is another renewal that many people don’t look forward 
to in the spring: the return of hay fever season along with symptoms such as 
sneezing and sniffling that can give you sleepless nights.

In an allergy survey conducted by HayMax (www.haymax.us), 92 percent of 
respondents said their hay fever symptoms affect their work, school or daily 
routine, which includes sleep patterns.

“The trick to sleeping well when you suffer from hay fever is to reduce the 
amount of pollen getting into your body at night,” says Max Wiseberg, creator of HayMax Allergen Barrier Balm.

People can tolerate a certain amount of pollen without reaction, he says, but once this amount is exceeded – called 
the trigger level – hay fever symptoms start to occur. Stay below this level at night, you won’t get the symptoms and 
your sleep won’t be affected. Go above it and that’s when the trouble starts.

Wiseberg offers a few tips on how to avoid reaching that trigger level, allowing you to rest easy at night.

“Loss of sleep because of hay fever is 
very significant, as it can impact how a 
person functions the next day at school 
or at work,” Wiseberg says. “The effect 
of sleep deprivation on productivity and 
health loses costs companies billions of 
dollars each year.”

Vacuum the house 
regularly, especially beds 
and fabrics, such as bed 
covers and curtains, to 
remove pollen, dust and 
pet allergen particles. 
Wash bedding regularly 
to remove allergens and 
dry them indoors rather 
than on a clothes line to 
prevent pollen particles 
being blown onto them by 
the wind.

Close windows and 
use an air conditioner, 
preferably with a HEPA 
(High Efficiency Par-
ticle Arresting) filter to 
capture pollen and dust 
particles, as well as  
cool and circulate  
the air.

If you own a pet, sham-
poo it as much as 
possible to remove pet 
allergens and pollen  
particles, or ban it from 
the bedroom  
completely.

Shower at night before 
sleeping to remove pollen 
particles and pet hair 
from your hair and body. 
Clear the nasal passages 
with water, or use a saline 
nasal spray, to clear pol-
len from the nose. Finally, 
apply an allergen barrier 
balm to the nostrils and 
around the bones of the 
eyes to trap pollen, dust 
and pet allergens before 
they enter the body.

4 Tips To Sleep Better During 
Allergy Season

Keep the house 
closed from the 
outside world.

Have a nightly routine 
before bed. Ensure that pets are 

well groomed.
Keep bedding and 
fabrics clean.

Max Wiseberg
Max Wiseberg is the creator of HayMax™  
( www.haymax.us ), a natural, organic balm that traps al-
lergens when applied to the nostrils. As a lifelong hay fever 
sufferer, he was inspired to develop the balm when other 
allergy remedies didn’t work for him. Wiseberg, born and 
raised in Manchester, UK, regularly writes for newspa-
pers, magazines and blogs on the subject of allergies and 
airborne allergens, and has appeared on TV and radio.
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Funds raised for child poverty should rely on  
evidence for greater impact

www.urban.org

Earlier this summer, many 
people-including celebrities, 

Urban Institute staff, and philan-
thropic leaders like Bill Gates and 
Warren Buffett-got their “red nos-
es on” for a good cause: raising 
awareness and funds to help end 
child poverty.

This year’s Red Nose Day 
raised over $38 million in the 
United States, about a 20 percent 
increase from last year. Since its 
stateside launch in 2015, the cam-
paign has brought in an estimated 
$98 million to support programs 
across the United States and in 

To Know More....
http://www.urban.org/urban-wire/funds-raised-child-poverty-should-
rely-evidence-greater-impact

Online Article Link:

x  x  x  x  x  x

Early interventions are key. Research suggests that about 69 percent of persistently poor children are born 
poor. Investing in programs that connect expecting mothers to resources and programs for which they are 
eligible can help them avoid entering or staying in poverty.

Connecting primary caregivers to available resources is important. Research suggests that certain parent 
and family characteristics, such as parents’ education level, income, employment status, and health, are 
connected to a child’s well-being, and ultimately to their future life trajectory. Investing in programs that con-
nect parents to available services and workforce programs can make children’s lives better from the start. 

Where you grow up matters. Neighborhoods play an important role in child development. Addressing dis-
tressed conditions can mean access to better schools and better opportunities for poor children and their 
families. 

Now that Red Nose Day funds are in, charities should make the best use of these funds by relying on evidence-based research 
for on-the-ground initiatives. 

some of the poorest communities in Latin America, Asia, and Africa.
So what’s next? Now that fundraising is over, organizer Comic Relief must distribute the funds to its partner charities, which 

include Boys & Girls Clubs of America, charity: water, Children’s Health Fund, Covenant House, Feeding America, National 
Council of La Raza, Save the Children, The Global Fund, and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance.

With stagnant federal spending on children and forthcoming cuts to the social safety net, it is important for these philanthropic 
organizations to use available funds responsibly and invest in programs that can make a meaningful difference in a child’s life.

For decades, Urban Institute scholars have offered solutions to inform policymakers, practitioners, and philanthropists how to 
best align efforts and resources to address child poverty. Urban also supports the US Partnership on Mobility from Poverty, a 
collaboration among 24 leading scholars and practitioners to identify breakthrough strategies to dramatically increase mobility 
from poverty.

Based on what we’ve learned, here are three recent evidence-based insights that charities could use to tailor on-the-ground 
efforts and make the best use of Red Nose Day funds:
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C I T I E S
Nationwide Are Making
Seismic Upgrades A Priority

ABOUT
Douglas P. Taylor

Most days may be calm and serene, but news reports routinely remind us that the 
potential for disaster is always there under the surface with economic impacts that 
can severely cripple businesses that don’t plan ahead.

More than 19,000 earthquakes will occur in the United States this year, although 
luckily most won’t reach magnitude 4.0 or higher, while the Atlantic Hurricane Season 
that recently began is predicted to spawn 17 named storms and two to four major 
hurricanes.

While hurricanes can be seen forming in the Atlantic or Gulf of Mexico, giving 
residents in target zones time to prepare, there is no effective warning for when an 
earthquake will shake the ground.

Advance warning or not, the time to prepare for a natural disaster is when a struc-
ture is being built. The monetary investment might be considered steep at first but 
when that structure is left intact after a disaster, the investment will be money well 
spent.  

“When disaster strikes it’s too late to start planning,” says Douglas P. Taylor, CEO 
of Taylor Devices (www.taylordevices.com), a company that manufactures seismic 
dampers to protect structures from earthquakes and high winds. “We can’t stop natu-
ral disasters, but we can prepare for them through how we construct buildings.”

Taylor says research has come a long way in the last 25 years, and many buildings 
are now beginning to receive retro-fitting, particularly those in locations where earth-
quakes are prominent. This can be an expensive technique, as some buildings need to 
have every room secured individually.

The city of Seattle is also taking an economic chance with the construction of a 
new bridge that is 90 times more expensive than the cost of a normal bridge, but is 
said to be flexible enough that its materials will bend in an earthquake but snap back 
into place after the tremor. As a result, the bridge can withstand a 7.4 magnitude 
earthquake and will not require reconstruction afterwards.

Washington, Oregon and California are all preparing for the “Big One,” a 9.0 
magnitude earthquake (8.2 magnitude in California) that is projected to have a 1 in 3 
chance of hitting in the next 50 years.

California has spent nearly $14 billion throughout the last three decades retrofit-
ting its bridges, but still has another 200 bridges that it hasn’t touched, while some of 
those bridges originally upgraded need further upgrades. Oregon is even further be-
hind. The state’s transportation department has deemed more than 600 of its bridges 
seismically vulnerable.

After the 1989 earthquake in Northern California that registered 6.9 on the Rich-
ter Scale and caused more than $5 billion in damage, those on the West Coast of the 
United States have been trying to find ways to limit damage the next time a large-
scale earthquake comes their way.

“More important than saving buildings and bridges, we are trying to save lives,” says 
Taylor. “There really isn’t a price that can put on that.”

Douglas P. Taylor is the CEO of 
Taylor Devices (www.taylorde-
vices.com), which manufactures 
seismic dampers that protect 
structures during such events as 
earthquakes and high winds. He 
is inventor or co-inventor of 34 
patents in the fields of energy 
management, hydraulics and 
shock isolation. In 2015, he was 
inducted into the Space Tech-
nology Hall of Fame by NASA 
and the Space Foundation.

New York City
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Become a tactical and strategic CEO.

Good customers complain, bad 
customers go away.

Let your employees complete you.

ENTREPRENUR
BUSINESS

TEAM
PROJECTS

VISI O N
GR OWTH

The best deals are the ones you don’t 
make.

Tactical leadership is doing things right. Strategic 
leadership is doing the right things. “You prob-
ably are doing a lot of things right tactically to get 
your startup off the ground,” Green says. “But 
now it’s time to think about your long-term strat-
egy.” The greatest CEOs are visionaries, always 
plotting their company’s next big move, he says. 
“If you see a way to improve your business, you’d 
better have the vision and the guts to pull the 
trigger,” Green says, “even if the naysayers say it 
can’t be done.

No one enjoys hearing complaints, but those an-
gry customers should be viewed as a gift, Green 
says. They care about your product or service and 
they want you to fix whatever problem they’re ex-
periencing so they can continue to have that prod-
uct or service. Many unhappy customers just walk 
away never to return, so you don’t know why you 
lost their business.

“Most of us can’t do it all or know everything, so 
it’s important to hire a team that can compensate 
for your shortcomings,” Green says. The best way 
to do that, he says, is to think like an NBA own-
er who builds a championship team by drafting 
a well-balanced roster of players whose abilities 
complement each other.

There are good business deals out there, but there 
are many more bad deals, Green says. It’s impor-
tant that any deal you make is the right one for 
your company, and not something you do just 
because making a new acquisition or introducing 
a new product is exciting. People will always try 
to seduce you with the “next great deal,” but stay 
focused on what’s best for your business. “Don’t 
let anyone influence you into making a deal you 
don’t want to make,” he says.

Ultimately, though, entrepreneurial success comes down to your own passion and tenacity.
“It doesn’t cost anything not to believe in something,” Green says. “It costs everything to believe in an idea so much that 

you’re willing to spend your life doing it and doing it until it becomes a reality. That’s guts. That’s passion. That’s the re-
solve you need to succeed.”

American culture loves to celebrate the entrepreneurial breed – those 
daring men and women willing to take calculated risks to create 

new enterprises that will grab the nation’s imagination along with its 
pocketbooks.

Those who reach the pinnacle of entrepreneurial excellence – such as Bill 
Gates or Jeff Bezos – are viewed with a mixture of awe and envy.

But what separates those who experience wild success from those left pick-
ing up the pieces of a failed enterprise?

Part of it comes down to good old work ethic, says Bill Green, founder and 
CEO of The Crestar Group of Companies and author of “ALL IN: 101 Real Life 
Business Lessons for Aspiring Entrepreneurs” (www.bgreenauthor.com).

“If you don’t want to work harder than everyone and you don’t have your 
passion, you shouldn’t be an entrepreneur,” Green says.

But that’s far from the whole story, says Green, whose own route to success 
began in a flea market. There are plenty of other lessons that budding entrepre-
neurs need to learn. Just a few include:

4 Critical 
Lessons That 
Every
Aspiring 
Entrepreneur 
Needs To 
Learn

1

3

2

4

About 
Bill Green

Bill Green, founder and CEO of The Crestar Group of Companies, is author of “ALL IN: 101 Real Life 
Business Lessons for Aspiring Entrepreneurs” (www.bgreenauthor.com). Crestar is comprised of private 
equity, specialty finance, and real estate businesses. Green is also the CEO of LendingOne, which was 
founded in 2014 and provides real estate bridge and rental loans to non-owner occupied real estate invest-
ment properties. Prior to forming Crestar, he was with Interline Brands, founding the company in 1977. For 
25 years he led Interline as its CEO from a small retail outlet to one of the largest industrial distribution 
companies in the country. Today, Interline Brands is owned by The Home Depot.
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   THE FORGOTTEN SIDE EFFECTS
                              IN THE 
                         MARIJUANA  
                            DISCUSSION

Smoking Tobacco and Marijuana

Medications

Drying Agents

About Dr. Harold Katz

www.therabreath.com

Studies have shown that long-term smoking significantly reduces 
salivary flow. This reduction is tied to an increase in oral health dis-
orders associated with xerostomia, including dental decay, gingivi-
tis, tooth mobility and halitosis.

Both prescription and over-the-counter medications can cause 
dry mouth. Among these are decongestants, allergy medications, 
diuretics, sedatives, muscle relaxants, antihypertensives and anti-
depressants. In addition, cancer treatments such as radiation can 
damage salivary glands, and chemotherapy can cause saliva to 
thicken, making the mouth feel dry. 

The most common drying agent in food and beverages is alcohol. 
In fact, alcohol causes the worst form of dry mouth, because both 
the flow of saliva and oxygen content in the mouth are substantially 
reduced. Compounding this problem is that many popular brand-
name mouthwashes contain at least 15 to 27 percent alcohol. Using 
alcohol-based mouthwashes makes the mouth very dry, which 
exacerbates xerostomia

Dr. Harold Katz received his degree in bacte-
riology from UCLA and is the founder of The 
California Breath Clinics and author of The Bad 
Breath Bible. He has been featured on ABC’s 
Good Morning America, CBS’s Early Show 
and The View with Barbara Walters and count-
less other TV shows. Dr. Katz formulated the 
TheraBreath (www.therabreath.com) oral care 
program in 1994 and has continued to update 
products in order to make use of the most effec-
tive and most natural ingredients. TheraBreath 
offers a combination of oral products that fight 
dry mouth symptoms: Lozenges and Dry Mouth 
Oral Rinse (which is the first formula to combine 
natural salivary enzymes with natural moisturiz-
ers and a tropical fruit extract that enhances sal-
ivary flow). TheraBreath Dry Mouth Oral Rinse 
is available at CVS, larger Walgreens stores, 
Target, Harmon, Meijer and www.amazon.com. 

“If dry mouth is left untreated, it can take its toll on a person’s oral health 
and cause many side effects,” Katz says. “Consequences include oral 
fungal infections, mouth sores, cavities, gingivitis, receding gums, tooth 
abscesses and even a loss of teeth.”

With every passing election cycle, 
more states are beginning to le-

galize marijuana for recreational use. 
Eight states and the District of Columbia 
currently have laws legalizing the use 
of recreational marijuana, while nearly 
half the states in the union have some 
form of a medical marijuana law on their 
books.

Whether pro or con to the marijuana 
argument, dentist and bacteriologist 
Dr. Harold Katz (www.therabreath.com) 
says there is one aspect of smoking 
weed that no one is talking about.

“One of the side effects of marijuana 
is dry mouth, otherwise known as cotton 
mouth,” says Katz. “I don’t see anyone 
discussing the negative effects of smok-
ing marijuana, particularly to oral health.”

Katz says the effects of dry mouth can lead to bad breath, tooth de-
cay and gum disease, which is linked to an increased risk for heart at-
tacks and strokes.

Millions of people suffer from dry mouth, known as xerostomia (zeer-
oh-stomia). Dry mouth affects the ability to maintain a sufficient flow 
of saliva in the mouth, which eliminates food debris in the mouth, kills 
viruses and discourages the anaerobic bacterial growth that produces 
chronic bad breath.

There are many different causes of dry mouth, but Katz says three of 
the most common causes that can be controlled include the following:
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“There are a few things the experts still say that just aren’t true.” Mattern says. “One is, ‘If you see a lion, make yourself look 
tall and threatening – make lots of noise.’  That’s good advice if you actually see the lion. But in reality, as anyone who has 
watched their own pet cat sneak up on a bird, the attack will almost always come from behind, stealthily and quietly. You will 
never even see it.

“And the saying, ‘Animals are more afraid of you than you are of them.’ Not in our case.”
Mattern points out that people are encroaching on wildlife’s habitat.
“Animals are protective of their territory and can attack before you know what’s happening,” she says. “People have to be 

protected, and even though cities and counties should warn people if there is danger, that doesn’t always happen.”
In her daughter’s case, she says, it took a lengthy lawsuit and trial before the county where the attack happened even put up 

warning signs in its parks.
“Remember, in spite of all the amazing programs on TV showing the majesty and beauty of these creatures – bears, alligators, 

mountain lions, snakes, elk, wolves, bison – they are wild creatures,” Mattern says. “They are not your cute dog or domesticated 
cat, eager to be petted and fed, or approached for a great photo-op. They are unpredictable and sometimes very dangerous.

Always carry protection with you, such as bear spray, 
or a sturdy walking stick.

Small children and animals are simply prey for any 
large predator.

But if you do, make sure someone knows exactly where you are going, and 
when you will return.

If the animal is hungry or defending its young, it will attack. Don’t let your 
children run ahead on trails or get out of sight.

ASIN: B01LDTR6KI
Pub: Aug 31, 2016

Travelers Take Heed: Wildlife 
Poses Dangers For Those Unaware
Travelers Take Heed: Wildlife 
Poses Dangers For Those Unaware

Susan Mattern, author of “Out of the Lion’s Den” (www.outofthelionsden.net)

As the summer travel season begins, many tourists head to outdoor des-
tinations that bring them into contact with wildlife they don’t normally en-

counter back home.
Locals might be aware of a problem with alligators, bears, or lions, but if there are 

no warnings posted, someone from out of town may not know they’re potentially in 
danger.

One woman, Susan Mattern, learned this through painful experience. She witnessed 
a mountain lion attack her 5-year old daughter in a local Southern California park.

“The lion came out of nowhere,” she says. “As we stood in the ankle-deep stream, 
I glimpsed behind me a blur of matted fur, short round ears, a long tail. And then they 
were gone ¬¬– that fast – the mountain lion and my daughter.”

Mattern detailed the attack in a book, “Out of the Lions Den,” (www.outofthelion-
sden.net), which also recounts her daughter’s recovery and the long legal battles 
afterwards. Mattern’s faith as a former Catholic nun was severely tested.

Mattern has some tips for tourists heading to outdoor destinations:

Just like you read about the interesting sights, research the local wildlife. Ask 
locals, check news outlets for any recent wildlife attacks. And know what to 
expect in the outdoor areas you’ll be visiting.

Research the area before you go. 

Don’t go hiking or camping alone.
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The airline industry has been taking its hits lately, 
thanks to several mishandled passenger interactions: 
pulling a doctor off  an overbooked flight in Chicago, 
a dispute over a carried-on stroller in San Francisco, 

It could be that company policies are unclear about priorities, says customer strategist and ex-
ecutive coach Robin Lawton, author of  Mastering Excellence: A Leader’s Guide to Aligning, 
Strategy, Culture, Customer Experience & Measures of  Success (www.C3Excellence.com).
Employees are then left to decide, sometimes on the spot, if  it’s OK to go against guidelines 
to satisfy the person in front of  them, and whether that will lead to disciplinary action – per-
haps even dismissal – later.
“Take that decision-making into the real world, with stressful deadlines, cranky consumers 
and other frustrations, and there’s no telling which way it could go,” Lawton says.
It’s up to company leaders to set the standard for excellence with an unambiguous customer-
first goal, Lawton says. And he offers these tips:

Ask a dozen people what they want from their grocery store, their cable provider or their 
airline, and you’ll probably get a dozen different answers. And those answers often are 
counter to what the business thinks should take precedence. “No matter what bias the 
organization has, the customers’ priorities are what counts,” Lawton says. “Figure it out 
and build a robust product that makes the most people happy.” 

There’s both an art and a science to creating a customer-centered culture, Lawton says.
“Of  course, the customer isn’t always right,” he says. “But if  you treat them well, in the end 
they won’t care about that. They’ll only care that they were heard and satisfied.”

Robin L. Lawton is an author, 
customer strategist, motivational 
speaker, consultant and executive 
coach (www.C3Excellence.com). He 
coined the term “customer-centered 
culture,” and his “C3” methodology 
has enabled numerous organizations 
to achieve significant growth. He is 
a popular speaker at management 
conferences, and his work has been 
referenced by authors and experts in 
areas such as business excaellence, 
leadership, customer experience and 
innovation. Lawton is the author of  
Mastering Excellence: A Leader’s 
Guide to Aligning Strategy, Culture, 
Customer Experience & Measures of  
Success and Creating a Customer-
Centered Culture: Leadership in 
Quality Innovation, and Speed.

Businesses often focus on pleasing the people they think are their most valuable cus-
tomers – those with power that comes from their position, personality, purse strings or 
proximity, Lawton says. But those viral videos and Yelp reviews aren’t coming from the 
folks in first class with the warm towels and free cocktails. “These four ‘power p’s’ can 
inadvertently lead us to satisfy the wrong customers,” he says. 

When management identifies issues like quality, leadership, productivity and competitive-
ness, training often is used to initiate the change. The problem is that only a fraction of  
those trained actually use what they’ve been given. “There seems to be an assumption 
that providing people with hammers and saws will enable them to build a house,” Lawton 
says. “Without changed thinking, clear purpose and sufficient support, we cannot expect 
knowledge or tools to create desired outcomes.”

Whatever happened to the attitude that 
“the customer is always right”?

Why?

Know what your customers want

Don’t overlook the needs of  the casual consumer

A new slogan or updated mission statement only goes so far

Robin L. Lawton

ELIMINATE  
REPUTATION-RUINING  
FIASCOS

About Robin L. Lawton

www.c3excellence.com

a couple booted off  a flight in Maui when they put their baby in a seat purchased for his 
brother. But we’ve also heard call center employees go off  on customers, read about store 
employees using racial slurs and seen deliverymen literally drop packages on front porches.
Any time an employee behaves badly, the scene is likely to be captured by at least one smart 
phone – and it will go viral. And yet, it happens again and again.
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4  Tips For Overcoming Life’s
Most Traumatic Experiences

A
b

ou
t

Have faith in yourself.

If you can’t find courage within yourself, look 
to those you love.

Have more than one focus.

Don’t expect to draw lessons from the experience 
right away.

Wouldn’t it be great if our most difficult days came with Hollywood-happy endings?
In the movies, when faced with the worst possible situations, our heroes rise to the occasion and find strength 

they never knew they had. But those who experience real-life traumas are just as likely to end up questioning 
their faith in God, their family and themselves.

The scars, both physical and emotional, may never completely heal. And it can take years to find “meaning” 
from it all.

Even those who seem equipped to handle the worst – because of their religious beliefs or strong family and 
community connections – can find themselves questioning everything.

“There certainly are difficult lessons to learn when your life is suddenly turned upside down,” says Susan 
Mattern, author of “Out of the Lion’s Den: A Little Girl’s Mountain Lion Attack, A Mother’s Search for Answers” 
(www.outofthelionsden.net).

In 1986, while Mattern, her husband and their two children were hiking in Casper’s Wilderness Park in Orange 
County, California, a mountain lion grabbed her 5-year-old daughter, Laura, and disappeared. By the time she 
was found and rescued, Laura had been severely mauled. She survived, but lost the use of her right hand and 
the vision in one eye. She had severe brain injuries, and her life hung in the balance for weeks.

Mattern, a former nun, struggled with guilt, anger, stress and frustration as she fought to help her daughter 
recover – and to hold the county accountable when she learned the staff knew there were mountain lions in 
the park but hadn’t warned visitors.

In the decade after the attack, she lost her religious faith, but came out of the experience with a new kind 
of happiness and fulfillment.

Mattern has these tips for those battling to come back after a life-changing trauma:

If you don’t believe in a higher power, or if 
you lose your religious faith, you can find 
your own meaning in life. “It was very dif-
ficult to give up my beliefs,” she says. “But 
instead of a vast emptiness where God used 
to be, there is caring, love and friendship.”

Decades after her daughter’s attack, Mat-
tern still is in awe of her friends; her hus-
band, Don; and her daughter’s rescuers, doc-
tors and legal team. But she draws the most 
strength from Laura, who isn’t bitter and lives 
an independent and fulfilling life.

Mattern’s primary goal was helping her daugh-
ter get well, but the family also spent years 
battling Orange County in court. “The trial 
took up so much of our life, and that was a 
good thing in many ways,” she says. “It gave 
us another purpose.”

You may need to wait for the lessons to be-
come apparent. It will take time and pain-
ful reflection, but it’s worth it, Mattern says. 
“It would be so depressing to go through all 
of this, only to learn nothing and have done 
nothing.” She realized, after years of search-
ing, that the meaning of life was right in front 
of her – in her family, and the love she shared 
with family and friends.

Mattern says that after Laura grew into a young woman they were looking at a book that posed the question: 
If you could change one day in your life, which day would it be?

Mattern thought the choice was obvious. Laura disagreed.
“That day changed all of us, I know,” she told her mother. “But I wouldn’t have become the person I am 

today, and we wouldn’t have cared for each other as much as we do, or have such a wonderful family. No, I 
would leave that day just like it was.”

Susan Mattern, author of “Out of the Lion’s Den” (www.outofthelionsden.net), grew up in St. Louis,  
Missouri, and was a nun for six years before moving to California, where she met and married her husband, 
Don. They have two children, David and Laura. In 1986, Laura was attacked by a mountain lion in an  
Orange County park, and the family spent years helping her recover and fighting the county in court.
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As my book came near to completion, I met Joslyn Wolfe of “Focus On Women Magazine.” She has an eBookStore 
sales page that allows her organization to produce revenue to finance women‛s projects and education. Although it 
does cost some money to join, I found that getting exposure and sales through her eBookStore provided me with the 
much needed exposure and confidence that my message had value and meaning to the women who bought my book. 
That was its original intent. Joslyn gave me an opportunity to sell my book in a widely dominated female authored 
market, and I cannot thank her enough. Her passion and devotion to women‛s issues, nationally in the USA and around 
the world is exemplary. A small percentage of sales did go to helping women in Afghanistan. If you have a book you 
want to get out to a female market in particular, I recommend you contact Joslyn and ask her to explain what she can 
do for you. You will find her to be very friendly and very astute on the book marketing process and how your book can 
be sold on her site.

The book I have been talking about is called “Men, Sex and Food - Why Hearing A Woman Can Lead To 
A Deeper Love” was designed to be read by men to educate them and teach them a very important skill. 
Precious few men have this skill called listening, and lack critical tools to understand what a woman RE-
ALLY needs from them to generate heart to heart connections. The book presents a process that teaches 
men how to hear a woman without ignoring her or fixing her. It opens up a very simple possibility to cre-
ate a highly amplified intimate connection that covers the gamut of experiences around intimacy. It also 
provides a real life story of what happens when a man understands that a woman DOES NOT need you to 
fix her, but instead acknowledge, value and be present for her needs and desires with thoughtful listening 
skills. It is the gateway to REAL LOVE in relationship.
I am very pleased to say that through the efforts of a new friend I met on a radio show I was a guest on 
a few months ago, my book will be on book store shelves soon.

Cheryl Lynn
Author - Pretty Painted Picture...Little 
Girl Lost
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“THE CO-EQUAL ROLE OF 
WOMEN WITHIN SPIRITUALITY”

Although fictionalized, the contents are based on 
‘other worldly’ experiences that many choose to keep 
silent about. The ideal is to reach out to the stars and 

at the same time keep our feet on the ground.  

Shirlee Hall is a ministering energy with a deep 
understanding of the thresholds of the spirit 

worlds. Her path emphasizes inner preparation, 
introspection, and transformation. Her books, classes, 

workshops and healing sessions are ongoing. 
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DEA R 
DAUGHTER

Bernie Donnelly

D E A R  D A U G H T E R

Based on a true story, Dear Daughter will surprise the young and Dear Daughter will surprise the young and Dear Daughter
intrigue the adult with its tale of loss and redemption. Its story 

revolves around the author’s attempts to explain to his estranged 
daughter why he had abandoned her as she had requested him to tell 
her the truth, but he needed to fi nd it fi rst. 

It’s a life that no father would ever dare tell his daughter, unless she 
was an absolute stranger.

� e author takes the reader on a journey through his life molded 
by his family and the many non-archetypal Dublin characters who 
ensured that the promise he’d made to himself as an eighteen-year-
old would come true. Dear Daughter is an entertaining and exciting Dear Daughter is an entertaining and exciting Dear Daughter
story of how one person coped with a number of unique challenges 
- from hoping to earn his daughter’s forgiveness and wrestling with 
the pitfalls of a career in business to dealing with a looming corporate 
takeover. His three encounters with death, combined with his candid 
and comedic thoughts of murder and suicide, guarantee that no reader 
will be bored.

Bernie Donnelly was born in Dublin in 1953.  Bernie Donnelly was born in Dublin in 1953.  Bernie Donnelly
He formed his own software company at the age 
of twenty nine and had operations in Ireland, 
England and India.

Following the sale of his business in 1999, he 
spent some years in Portugal, and in 2008 he 
emigrated to the U.S.A., arriving in Sarasota, 

Florida, where he remains to this day. He became a U.S. citizen in 
2014.

Bernie has fi ve children and one step child. Dear Daughter is his fi rst Dear Daughter is his fi rst Dear Daughter
book, and plans are afoot to release a second volume.

He is a qualifi ed C.P.A. and a venture capitalist. He is an avid reader 
of biographies and history and has travelled 
substantially.

Joe tried to process what he was witnessing between 
Blake and Maggie. He could see directly into the green 
room from the front door of the studio. He could see 
the décor, the candles, the food…and he could see the 
smile on Maggie’s face as Blake Fabian tenderly kissed 
her hand; never letting it go, even when he brought it to 
rest on the table.

�e conversation was obviously intimate - that much was 
hard to hide. And Sissy’s words came back to haunt him:

 ‘�e man is a charmer...
I can’t think of one woman who hasn’t been blindsided 

by that Aussie accent.’”

Marcia Ware is an accomplished singer, having performed 
at such venerable venues as Carnegie Hall, �e House 
of Blues in Chicago and Nashville’s Grand Ol’ Opry. 
She’s provided background vocals for such acclaimed 
artists as Lorrie Morgan, Pam Tillis and Peter Frampton, 
among others, and the ABC television network cast her 
as a background singer in several episodes its hit series, 
Nashville.
Maggie’s Refrain is the follow-up to her acclaimed debut 
novel, Maggie’s Song.

Marcia Ware

MAGGIE’S
Refrain
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WordCrafts

The compelling personal testimony of Carolyn Dixon, who awoke one winter 
morning in 2014 to find a small stain on the front of her night gown...  
Thus began her personal journey through the medical cycle of specialists, office 
visits, diagnoses, surgeries and treatments.  And with that began a journey along 
pathways in faith and in relationships with family and friends and with a supportive 
Internet community. 
Her story takes shape both as an exquisitely detailed narrative and a diary of 
personal exchanges among people of faith. Her honest and unembellished writing 
style rings true. You may wince as she undergoes painful and sometimes 
mysterious diagnostic procedures. You will share her exhaustion and frustration. 
You will laugh with her as she describes the humorous situations which may be 
found even in the midst of a mortal challenge. You will even learn about the 
aroma of fried chicken. You will be inspired by her unstinting faith, and that of 
her supporters. But, whatever you take away from this true account, you will 
experience not so much a story, as an intimate conversation with her. A riveting, 
unvarnished documentary. 
Carolyn has written this book to honor all those who  cared for her, in all the ways 
such care may reveal itself. But more than that, she has written to inspire and to 
assure others who do —or who might— confront the challenge she did, and those 
who love and care for them. 
But, be warned: once you start reading, you may not be able to stop. And then, 
you may well read this book, again, and again. 

-J. Scott Geare

Carolyn Dixon has written a transparent 
cancer memoir. It is graphic in detail; 
guided by God's grace and filled with His 
goodness. She lived it...Breathed Through It 
Then Let The Tears Flow. You will be 
refreshed and encouraged on your journey. 

-Billie Cash
Friend, speaker, author of six 
books including The Shelter, 

Finding Strength to Keep Watch. 
Collierville, TN 

A heartfelt narrative from Carolyn Dixon 
as she shares her journey through a breast 
cancer scare. An honest, straightforward 
story of the ups and downs, trials and 
blessings of more than a year of dealing 
with "is it" or "is it not?" cancer.  
Threaded throughout is a tribute to the 
love, grace and mercy of a loving, merciful, 
living God! 
I know you will be blessed! 

-Dana C. Cayton
High School Classmate & Sister in Christ 

Roanoke, VA 

$12.95 

THEN LET THE TEARS FLOW 

Carolyn B. Dixon 
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Do Magic with your life  
by Rai Chowdhary
ISBN-10: 097406470X
ISBN-13: 978-0974064703

ISBN-10: 1785450581
ISBN-13: 978-1785450587



The Hunt for the Magic Pearl

The Peanut Butter Trap 

BOOKS  
AVAILABLE ONLINE 
www.focusonwomenmagazine.com

(2015) 

(2016) 

The Hunt for the Magic Pearl, Second Edition, is a Middle 
Grade (MG) youth fantasy that follows the adventure of 
three mermaid sisters--Shimmer, StarFire, and SeaStar. 
Long ago mermaids lived in an ancient ocean in a place 
called Merland. This was a magical....

The Peanut Butter Trap: Hate Is Such An Ugly Word 
is a unique story of racism and intolerance that is 
told from a rat’s perspective. This clever, perhaps 
controversial, book takes its audience on a journey 
into the life of a young male rat, named...



Concerning Georgia Stekker 
by Evelyn Marshall

Climbing The Mount  
Everest of Depression 
by Laurie Jueneman

ISBN: 978-0-9794805-9-1 ASIN: B011Q4R3FI

NOTE: For minimum shipping & delivery for an item takes 10 days.

www.focusonwomenmagazine.com/books-fowm.html

Rented Silence 
by Lucia Mann

Maggie’s Song 
by Marcia Ware

Father, Forgive My Father 
by Sandra G. Lee
ISBN: 978-1-4208-6648-3 (e)
ISBN: 978-1-4208-6650-6 (sc)

ISBN: 978-3-659-39928-2

Trafficked Women a  
Problem of Vulnerability 
without Rehabilitation 
by Rita Uagbor Eluwade

Drive me wild 
by Christina Nealson
ISBN-10: 1478291354
ISBN-13: 978-1478291350

*

ISBN: 978-1-4836-1572-1(hc)
ISBN: 978-1-4836-1571-4(sc)
ISBN: 978-1-4836-1573-8(e)

Becoming Berit 
by Berit Frydenlund McMillan

“Why did you write the book?” everyone wanted to know; “Why would 
you put yourself through that all over again?”  I tell them that it was a 
promise that I had to ful ll; I was driven by that promise to:  1) inform 
the general public of a serious social problem of epidemic proportion; 
2) help the victims of sexual child abuse better cope with their problems 
through Christian principles and methods, assuring them that they are 
not alone in their struggles, 3) bring the perpetrators to a realization of 
what they are doing; why they are doing it; leading them to seek help 
and forgiveness, and 4) lead the victim through steps to total healing 
through forgiveness.

Father, Forgive M
y Father

Sandra G
. Lee

Father, Forgive My Father is the poignant and 
spiritual story of a courageous woman who suffered 
the abominable crime of incest perpetrated by her 
father. Sandra G. Lee takes you through her journey 
of suffering, surviving and healing. Sandra Lee’s 
dedication to her spiritual beliefs guide her through 
the trauma of abuse to become a victor in her own 
life. She reaches out in this important memoir to help 

others and to shine the light on this heinous crime against children. This 
book is more than a survivor story, it is a roadmap for reclaiming your 
life and living that life to the fullest. Sad and uplifting at the same time 
- you will not be able to put this heroic story down.
 
Claire R. Reeves. C.C.D.C.
President/Founder
Mothers Against Sexual Abuse, (MASA)
Author - “Childhood - It Should Not Hurt”

The Provider 
by Evelyn Marshall
ISBN-10: 0984899901
ISBN-13: 978-0984899906



Join us and 
listen in!

NEW

Stay tuned as we are working to 
expand our listening areas!

Radio Host for  
La Femme De Prose 
Books Show!

Chat with us!  
During our live shows,

To hear our weekly episodes on  
Tuesdays at 7pm go to:  
www.blogtalkradio.com/fowm

https://twitter.com/FocusOnWomen3  

https://www.facebook.com/LaFemmeProse/
dial in: (917) 889-3894

Tuesdays at 7pm



Farin Powell Amber Turner Marcella WilsonJackie Ronne
Five Diploma of Law Degrees, 
One of the first women  
who practiced before the  
International Tribunal of  
the Hague.

Student of Planetary Geology, 
NASA Team Member Whose 
Geology Experiments Provide 
Information on the Viability for 
First Colony on Mars. 

Degrees in Sociology, Psychology  
and Social Work, focused on  
developing national standard care 
to treat condition of poverty, shown 
on CBS and in New York Times, 
founder of Transition to Success.

First Female Antarctic 
Expedition Participant, 
Whose Namesake is The 
Ronne Ice Shelf

Award  
Winning  
Author

Gala

Do not miss this event... where local, national and international women will meet, gather, 
connect and greet. It promises to be a sell out.  Get your tickets now.

Women of 
Impact

TWO SPECIAL AWARDEES TBA

10th Year
Anniversary Celebrationpresents

Place:  Baltimore Inner Harbor World Trade Center

Proceeds to Benefit Focus on Women Magazine’s Domestic Violence and Women’s Micro Credit Enterprise Fund. 

Sponsorship Opportunities 
shewhoascends@gmail.com

THIS YEAR’S THEME - Resilience: The 

(Time: 6:30pm to 10:00pm)

To promote your BOOKS ONLINE and in PRINT,  Join our eBOOKSTORE

 call: 410-630-1224

www.focusonwomenmagazine.com

GET YOUR TICKETS 
NOW, CONTACT: 
nicbri@focusonwomenmagazine.net 

VIP Reception  - Thursday, 
October 19th, 2017 

Gala Dinner: $105,  Early Discount: $95

Author’s Reception - Wednesday, 
October 18th, 2017

Author’s Reception: $95.00

Indomitable Spirit of a Woman

(6:30 to 7:30), Awards Dinner(7:45 to 10:00 pm)(Time: 7:30 to 9:30)


